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Abstract

Digital forensic tool is a software used by digital evidence investigators to extract data and information from a digital evidence. 
The integrity of the digital evidence must be maintained through the chain of custody in order to be admissible in court. Most 
digital extraction tool use either MD5 (Message Digest) or SHA (Secured Hash Algorithm) hashing to check the integrity of digital 
evidence. The hashing algorithm has been found to have a weakness known as collision in which two different messages have the 
same hashing values.  Although the probability of producing such weakness is very small, this collision can be used to deny the 
usage of the evidence in court of justice. After the first collision has been found, many cryptanalysts have tried to explore various 
methods to detect the collisions with shorter and efficient time. This paper is to review the existing methods in digital forensic tools 
that have been used to create a collision attacks in digital evidence.
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1. Introduction

Cryptographic hash function is a function that converts a message of any length to a data of fixed length. The 
purpose of cryptographic hash is to ensure the integrity of data. Digital forensic tool is a tool to extract evidence data 
from different storage media, such as hard Drive, Memory, file system etc. There are several open source tools that 
are widely used to carry an investigation. Those tools include EnCase, SanSift Kit and many more. Most digital 
forensic tool use SHA (mostly SHA-1 because of its performance) and MD5 (Message Digest) hashing function to 
proof the data integrity. The problem with these digital forensic tools is a collision which has been reported by many 
researchers to indicate a weakness in this cryptographic has function. Collision is a condition whereby two or more 
files that has differences in contents and behaviors but having the same hash value. After the discovery of MD5 
collision by Wang et al. 1, more and more cryptanalyst try to discover more collisions in more efficient time, for both 
MD5 and SHA hashes. The purpose of this review paper is to gain extensive knowledge on how collision attacks were 
performed using various methods, and how different strategies are proposed to improve hash algorithms.  

2. Digital Forensics Tools

Six popular tools based on the information from http://resources.infosecinstitute.com/computer-forensics-tools/ 
#gref that are commonly used in Digital Forensics which is summarized in table 1. It shows that top widely used Hash 
function that is used in Digital forensics is MD5 algorithm and some uses SHA algorithm, even though other 
algorithms are available such as RIPEMD and HAVAL. FTK Imager uses both MD5 and SHA.  Normally investigators 
choose one instead of using both hashing methods as it involves additional time when using two different hash 
algorithms. Due to the fact that most Digital Forensics Tools uses MD5 and SHA hash algorithm to check the integrity 
of files, this paper reviews the two algorithms in terms of collision attacks. Collision attacks compromises the integrity 
of the digital evidence.

Table 1: List of most widely used Digital Forensic Tool
No. Digital Forensic Tool Hash Function Features
1 EnCase MD5 Remote Forensic Capability

Evidence Processor Manager
Smartphone and Table support
Case Analyzer
Email Review 

2 San Sift MD5 Network Forensics
Computer Forensics
Cloud Forensics
Memory Forensics

3 Sleuth Kit MD5 Contains a collection of unix 
commands for volume analysis 
and file systems

4 FTK Imager SHA1 and MD5 Acquire and Preserve data from 
different media
Forensics for computer and mobile
Detect and validate suspected 
Malicious activities

5 Bulk Extractor MD5 Forensic Scanner
Feature Extraction
Files, images and emails
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